Border Security Technology Consortium (BSTC)
Technical Qualifications

Proven and Trusted
For more than 20 years, Cambridge has been fighting bad actors in both the cyber and physical
worlds. We have worked in some of the most challenging domains imaginable including critical
infrastructure, illicit trafficking, border security, flight mission assurance, banking and threat
finance, and medical and health security.
Agile, Innovative, Insightful
Confronting the most threatening or complex obstacles requires agility, innovation, and
insightfulness. It demands a multi-dimensional approach. The result is a strategically crafted
solution with tactical milestones to solve your problems.
Security and Surveillance
Cambridge equips you with the infrastructure, systems, and networks necessary to detect,
monitor, gather, and store information. Our experts turn information into meaningful, actionable
intelligence concerning current and emerging threats. We support you in protecting both your
critical infrastructure and information to ensure vulnerabilities are addressed and eliminated. Our
skilled engineers have C5ISR experience in a variety of technologies, allowing them to design
surveillance, detection, and monitoring solutions tailored to today’s needs and tomorrow’s
challenges. We support all aspects of security and surveillance from maritime surveillance
systems and sensor management suites to interdiction and law enforcement support.
Critical Infrastructure and Technology Solutions
Cambridge’s solutions address your most critical cyber and physical infrastructure needs. From
building and securing facilities to strengthening the security posture of networks and data, our
team’s expertise can help you reduce vulnerabilities, identify threats, mitigate risks, and ensure
business continuity. We protect the security and ensure the resiliency of critical infrastructure so
you can focus on your mission without interruption.
Intelligence
Our solutions meet our customers where they are, encompassing broad capabilities in threat
detection and analysis, intelligence gathering and analysis, intelligence training, and processing
and dissemination. Our solutions enhance visibility across organizations and agencies to support
strategic decision making and optimize operational readiness in support of the counter-threat
mission.
Law Enforcement
Cambridge is a global provider of law enforcement technology-based solutions and advisory and
training activities at the strategic, tactical, and operational levels. We support both federal and
international law enforcement with a wide range of capabilities including monitoring and
detection, identifying and generating leads, performing trend analysis, and creating target
packages that enable officials to take counter-threat actions. We provide modernization of
existing law enforcement systems to optimize operations and design and deploy new tools using
the latest software, trend and pattern correlation techniques, and contextual analysis.
Collectively, our solutions and training help to protect our nation’s borders, defend our critical
infrastructure, advance security to promote prosperity, and create a safer world.
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